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Build-Out Costs 2019

 3,600 project budgets across 59 
markets/17 industries 

 Atlanta: $155.50/sf progressive, 
$165.80/sf moderate, $178.35/sf 
traditional. Canada/US Averages: 
$170/sf progressive, $182/sf 
moderate, $196/sf traditional (8-
15% increase from 2018)

 Hard costs + design fees/fees + 
FF&E + a/v, security, IT/tech, and 
moving fees

 ATL TI: $60/sf for 10 year deals (20% increase from 20818). Avg. asking rate 
is $35/sf 



Office Amenities Reel in Talent
 Even though amenities do not necessarily change the rent rolls of buildings, 
landlords have a hard time landing tenants without them

 Rooftop decks, community couches/workstations, and floor gyms will 
continue to be a trend

 A quarter of workers would agree to a pay cut for a nicer work environment 
(2017 Workplace Study by Staples)

 97% of employees consider the office environment directly related to how the 
company values them (British Council for Offices Study)

 More than 80% of job applicants would outright reject a job offer if they didn’t 
like the workplace according to OfficeBroker.com



IWG competing with WeWork
 Even though IWG is the largest provider of flexible office space, its popularity is 
no where near WeWork

 IWG has been around for 3 decades, while WeWork has been around for less than 
a decade

 In 2017, WeWork had less than half the desks that IWG had, but in 2018 WeWork 
cut that number down to 466K desks compared to IWG’s 547K desks

 IWG is valued at $3.24B while WeWork is valued at $47B

 IWG is not suffering in long-term viability like WeWork, but they are not 
attracting investment nearly the way WeWork is

 IWG is reportedly selling its Spaces brand



Metro Atlanta’s Job Growth

 Metro Atlanta outpaced the nation in both job opportunities and pay increase 
over the past year

 Job openings jumped nearly 8% in Atlanta from a year earlier

 The median pay in Atlanta is higher than the national median and showed a 
3.1% growth over the last year (part-time and full-time)

 Even though wage gains for Americans have fallen below the rate of inflation, 
Metro Atlanta wage gains have seen a steady increase

 However, Georgia as a whole is still 44th worst among states for purchasing 
power of wages



Bellwood Quarry Construction Update



Bellwood Quarry Construction Update Cont.

 $26 MM initial phase is finally underway as of 2ish weeks ago

 The initial phase will stretch roughly 25 acres (out of 280-acre planned park; 
1.5x the size of Piedmont Park)

 The initial phase will open up the park and give views of Mercedes-Benz 
Stadium to hopefully open more intrigue for investment and continued 
expansion

 Initial phase will include a “notable gateway entrance” into the northwest 
section of the planned park as well as pedestrian and bike use roadways



On-Demand Warehousing?
 Potential trend for a small piece of the industrial market

 Retailers need to be able to deliver goods quicker and logistics companies are 
not keeping up

 Possibility of flexible, on-demand space maybe an answer for some tenants

 Retailers need to be able to scale up and down at different points throughout 
the year and when their business is “hot”

 Even though they will never control the market, experts believe they may fill a 
necessity gap

 Flowspace and Flex are companies that offer to find tenants a month-to-
month pricing in warehouses within days


